Bible overview in 1 go: The Big Picture
What are owls famous for? (Seeing in the dark, being wise, turning their heads 180 deg)
Remember the Proverb we learned earlier this year? Proverbs 9v10 : “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom”...Wisdom has to do
with being wise, e.g. knowing what to do, or where to go. But if it is dark even a wise person may not find the right way to go.
Seeing in the dark – if you are not an owl, it helps to have some light. The Bible says “Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my
path”....
So here is THE BIG PICTURE.... THE BIBLE on one sketchboard!

Bible Overview -

THE BIG PICTURE

Divide board into 16 but omit vertical line between 14/15. Have ready a rainbow and blu tack to stick it on above the ark, and a shiny card star
to stick on above Bethlehem town on the hill above “Born”. Whole presentation took 15 minutes including repeating memory verse twice.
(Theme requested by Stoke Bishop Primary School, in connection with different angles/perspectives on things, this time the OWL's view.
Also connected with ELLI the Elephant and learning together.)
What are owls famous for? (Seeing in the dark, being wise, turning their heads 180 deg.)
Remember the Proverb we learned earlier this year? Proverbs 9v10 : “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom”...

Wisdom has to do with being wise, e.g. knowing what to do, or where to go. But if it is dark even a wise person may not find the right way to
go.
Seeing in the dark – if you are not an owl, it helps to have some light. The Bible says “Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path”....
So here is THE BIG PICTURE.... THE BIBLE on one sketchboard!

1. Creation
(Globe)

2. Adam and Eve
The Fall(Sad figures)
leaving Eden.

3. Noah's ark
(Add flood.)
Hill, rainbow.

4. Babel.
(Nations scatter!)

5. Compass
4 corners
of the earth

6. Friends of God
Abraham /Sarah
Ishmael/ Isaac

7. Terrible Twins
Esau/Jacob
12 sons.

8. Joseph
Dream-coat

9. Moses
Crossing the
Red Sea

10. Ten Rules
2 Stone tablets
Love God/One another

11. Messengers
Judges
Kings

12. King David
D + Goliath
King Solomon

13. Songs
and
Sayings
Prov. 9V10

14. JESUS
(3 hills)
(town on left)
Born

Alive again!
Died (3 crosses)
Lived

===========================================================

15. YOU + ME
Part of God's
Family
Loved For Ever

Painting tips:
1.
2.
3.
7.

The Globe- colour the globe
Paint figures in.
Add flood water, green hill under ark, stick on prepared rainbow.
Paint in red beard for Esau, black for Jacob, facing one another, cross faces. Paint in heads on the 12 sons, arrow up to Joseph in next
picture.
8.
Paint in head, arms and legs on prepared many-coloured coat.
13.
Repeat memory verse Proverbs: 9 v. 10
14/15. Double space. Prepare with Bethlehem town – just a couple of houses, on the left hand hill of the JESUS window: stick a shiny card/foil
star on above town, paint the crosses on the middle hill, and an arrow pointing upwards for the coming to life again.
16.
Smiley faces if room, or heart shape backdrop.

